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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Patients with relapsed or refrac-
tory multiple myeloma (RRMM) represent an
unmet clinical need. Belantamab mafodotin
(belamaf; GSK2857916) is a first-in-class anti-
body–drug conjugate (ADC; or immunoconju-
gate) that delivers a cytotoxic payload,
monomethyl auristatin F (MMAF), to myeloma
cells. In the phase II DREAMM-2 study
(NCT03525678), single-agent belamaf (2.5 mg/kg)

demonstrated clinically meaningful anti-mye-
loma activity (overall response rate 32%) in
patients with heavily pretreated disease. Micro-
cyst-like epithelial changes (MECs) were com-
mon, consistent with reports from other MMAF-
containing ADCs.
Methods: Corneal examination findings from
patients in DREAMM-2 were reviewed, and the
clinical descriptions and accompanying images
(slit lamp microscopy and in vivo confocal
microscopy [IVCM]) of representative events
were selected. A literature review on corneal
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events reported with other ADCs was
performed.
Results: In most patients receiving single-agent
belamaf (72%; 68/95), MECs were observed by
slit lamp microscopy early in treatment (69%
had their first event by dose 4). However, IVCM
revealed hyperreflective material. Blurred vision
(25%) and dry eye (15%) were commonly
reported symptoms. Management of MECs
included dose delays (47%)/reductions (25%),
with few patients discontinuing due to MECs
(1%). The first event resolved in most patients
(grade C2 MECs and visual acuity [each 77%],
blurred vision [67%], and dry eye [86%]), with
no reports of permanent vision loss to date. A
literature review confirmed that similar MECs
were reported with other ADCs; however, event
management strategies varied. The pathophys-
iology of MECs is unclear, though the ADC
cytotoxic payload may contribute to on- or off-
target effects on corneal epithelial cells.
Conclusion: Single-agent belamaf represents a
new treatment option for patients with RRMM.
As with other ADCs, MECs were observed and
additional research is warranted to determine
their pathophysiology. A multidisciplinary
approach, involving close collaboration
between eye care professionals and hematolo-
gist/oncologists, is needed to determine appro-
priate diagnosis and management of these
patients.
Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier,
NCT03525678.
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Key Summary Points

Corneal microcyst-like epithelial changes
(MECs) are frequently associated with
antibody–drug conjugates (ADCs)
containing monomethyl auristatin F,
which have been studied in a variety of
cancers, including belantamab mafodotin
(belamaf, GSK2857916) currently being
investigated for the treatment of relapsed
or refractory multiple myeloma.

In this report, the authors further
characterize belamaf-associated MECs and
provide a representative case report. MECs
typically are seen early in treatment, are
manageable with dose modifications, and
tend to resolve after completing
treatment.

Presented images demonstrate that MECs
appear as bilateral, diffuse, microcyst-like
lesions on slit lamp photography;
however, on confocal microscopy the
affected areas appear as hyperreflective
material that is (at least predominantly)
intracellular.

Available literature on corneal events with
other ADCs supports the observations
with belamaf treatment and confirms the
need for additional research on the
underlying pathophysiology and optimal
management.

The authors propose a mechanism
whereby MECs represent an off-target
effect of belamaf in the cornea leading to
apoptosis of epithelial cells, which are
eventually replaced with new epithelial
cells, leading to the eventual resolution of
MECs and symptoms after completing
treatment.
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DIGITAL FEATURES

This article is published with digital features,
including a summary slide, infographic and
plain language summary, to facilitate under-
standing of the article. To view digital features
for this article go to https://doi.org/10.6084/
m9.figshare.12326546.

INTRODUCTION

Multiple myeloma (MM) is an incurable hema-
tologic cancer characterized by the uncontrolled
accumulation of malignant plasma cells in the
bone marrow [1, 2]. It has an incidence rate of
approximately 6.9 per 100,000 persons in the
USA, with a median age at diagnosis of 69 years
[3]. It typically has a poor prognosis; the median
overall survival is less than 7 years for patients
with Revised International Staging System
stage II disease, and 3.6 years for stage III disease
[4]. Despite recent advances in the management
ofMM, there are a substantial number of patients
who develop relapsed or refractory MM (RRMM)
and are resistant to current standard-of-care
options (proteasome inhibitors, immunomodu-
latory agents, and monoclonal antibodies
[mAbs]) [5]. Evidence suggests that this patient
population has a particularly unfavorable prog-
nosis with currently available treatments (me-
dian progression-free survival: 3.4 months and
median overall survival: 9.3 months) and repre-
sents an unmet medical need [6].

Belantamab mafodotin (belamaf;
GSK2857916) is a first-in-class antibody–drug
conjugate (ADC, also known as an immuno-
conjugate) targeting B-cell maturation antigen
(BCMA) that is currently under clinical devel-
opment for RRMM [7–9]. It is composed of an
afucosylated humanized immunoglobulin G1
anti-BCMA mAb conjugated to a cytotoxic
payload, the microtubule-disrupting agent
known as monomethyl auristatin F (MMAF;
Fig. 1) [10]. BCMA is a cell membrane receptor
that is expressed on all malignant plasma cells
and is essential for their proliferation and sur-
vival [2]. Belamaf binds to BCMA and kills MM
cells via a multimodal mechanism involving, in
part, delivery of MMAF to BCMA-expressing

MM cells, thereby inducing apoptosis [10, 11].
In both phase I (DREAMM-1; NCT02064387)
and phase II (DREAMM-2; NCT03525678)
studies, single-agent belamaf demonstrated
clinically meaningful anti-myeloma activity in
patients with heavily pretreated RRMM [7–9].
Specifically, in DREAMM-2, the overall response
rate was 32% and the median duration of
response was 11.0 months (95% CI 4.2–NR)
with a median follow-up of 12.4 months with
belamaf 2.5 mg/kg, the recommended dose for
future development [12].

Many patients who received belamaf in these
clinical studies developed changes within the
corneal epithelium (which, in this report, we
call microcyst-like epithelial changes, or MECs),
similar to those observed with other MMAF-
containing ADC [7–9, 13]. Here, we report
characteristics of these MECs and associated
examination results observed in patients
receiving the 2.5-mg/kg dose of belamaf in
DREAMM-2 and provide a representative case.
We also report the findings of a literature review
on corneal changes associated with ADCs.
Finally, we provide a proposed mechanism
underlying these events, along with a screening
and management paradigm for these patients.

METHODS

The full methodological details of DREAMM-2
were previously reported [7]. In brief, eligible
patients with RRMM were randomized (1:1) to

Fig. 1 Belamaf structure and mechanism of action. ADC
antibody–drug conjugate, ADCC/ADCP antibody-di-
rected cellular cytotoxicity/phagocytosis, BCMA B-cell
maturation antigen, IgG1 immunoglobulin G1, mAb
Monoclonal antibody, MM multiple myeloma, MMAF
monomethyl auristatin F
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receive belamaf 2.5- or 3.4-mg/kg every 3 weeks
by intravenous infusion over 30 min or longer
on day 1 of each cycle. Patients received treat-
ment until disease progression or an unaccept-
able toxicity occurred. Patients without current
corneal epithelial disease, with the exception of
mild dry eye disease, were permitted to enroll.
Here, we report data for patients receiving the
2.5-mg/kg dose of belamaf (13-month follow-
up), which was selected as the recommended
dose for future studies on the basis of its similar
anti-myeloma activity with a more favorable
safety profile when compared with the 3.4-mg/
kg dose.

To ensure a comprehensive understanding of
belamaf-associated corneal events in DREAMM-
2, data were collected through corneal exami-
nations and patient-reported ocular symptoms.
Corneal examinations were conducted at base-
line, prior to each treatment cycle, and every
3 weeks by an ophthalmologist or optometrist
[7]. Corneal examinations included, at mini-
mum, a slit lamp examination to identify chan-
ges in the cornea and a best-corrected visual
acuity (BCVA) assessment to detect changes from
baseline. These objective corneal examination
findings observed on slit lamp microscopy (ter-
med here as MECs) and BCVA results were com-
bined and graded on the basis of the keratopathy
and visual acuity (KVA) scale, protocol-specified
criteria, and were used to guide dose modifica-
tions (including delays and reductions; Table 1).
When the eye care professional recorded a cor-
neal examination finding, the hematologist/on-
cologist reported an adverse event (AE) of
microcyst-like epithelial keratopathy.Microcyst-
like epithelial keratopathy events were mapped
to the preferred-term keratopathy per Medical
Dictionary for Regulatory Activities (MedDRA).
Patient-reported ocular symptoms (e.g., blurred
vision and dry eye) were collected by the hema-
tologist/oncologist. These patient-reported
symptomswere recorded as AEs, and codedusing
MedDRA preferred terms. Both patient-reported
symptoms and keratopathy were graded per the
Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse
Events version4.03 (CTCAEv4.03) using the ‘‘Eye
disorders, Other’’ criteria [14].

Per protocol, all MEC events were followed by
the eye care professional until full resolution of

ophthalmic changes or recovery to baseline.
Recovery was defined as an event that was
deemed clinically stable by the eye care profes-
sional. Clinical stability was defined as any
grade 1 exam finding (per KVA scale) or no exam
finding, and either a one-line decline in vision or
no change in vision when compared with base-
line. For patient-reported symptoms, recovery
was defined as full recovery or return to baseline.

Patients were instructed to self-administer
prophylactic corticosteroid eye drops (pred-
nisolone acetate 1%, prednisolone sodium
phosphate 1%, dexamethasone 0.1%, or equiv-
alent, one drop, four times daily [QID], starting
1 day predose, for a total of 7 days) and preser-
vative-free lubricant eye drops (one drop, 4–8
times daily, beginning on cycle 1, day 1until end
of treatment) in both eyes [7]. Because no specific
inflammatory nature of ocular changes was
identified in DREAMM-1, an ocular substudy
(n = 30) was implemented in DREAMM-2 to
determine the utility of corticosteroid eye drops.
In the ocular sub-study, patients were instructed
to administer corticosteroid eye drops in one eye
only and preservative-free lubricant eye drops in
both eyes for cycles 1–4. Patientswere prohibited
fromwearing contact lenses for vision correction
during the study. Bandage contact lens use was
permitted under the management of an eye care
professional. Belamaf dose modifications (delays
and reductions) were permitted as part of the
management strategy for MECs based on a
combination of eye examination findings and
change in BCVA from baseline.

A logistic regression analysis was conducted
to determine possible risk factors for developing
corneal events per KVA scale in patients with
and without a history of dry eye at baseline. To
assess the duration of time for patients to
recover from keratopathy after treatment dis-
continuation, a post hoc, time-to-event (recov-
ery) analysis was performed. Patients who did
not recover as of last follow-up were censored at
the last examination date in this analysis. Death
before recovery was considered a competing risk
event that precluded the observation of full
recovery.

A literature search was performed on
PubMed using the following search terms: ‘‘an-
tibody–drug conjugate AND cornea OR eye OR
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ocular OR keratopathy’’; ‘‘immunoconjugate
AND cornea OR eye OR ocular OR keratopathy’’.
Additionally, the terms ‘‘antibody–drug conju-
gate’’ and ‘‘immunoconjugate’’ were used to find
publications on corneal AEs associated with this
class of drugs. Based on the results of these
parameters, additional searches were conducted
with the following terms: ‘‘macropinocytosis
AND cornea OR eye OR ocular OR keratopathy’’;

‘‘prevent macropinocytosis’’; ‘‘inhibit
macropinocytosis.’’

This study was performed in accordance with
the Declaration of Helsinki and Good Clinical
Practice guidelines following approval by the
ethics committees and institutional review
boards at each study site (listed within the
acknowledgements). All patients provided
written informed consent prior to enrollment.

Table 1 Recommended belamaf dose modifications based on eye examination findings per the KVA scale

Eye examination findings per KVA scale Recommended dose modifications

Grade 1 Corneal examination finding(s) Continue treatment at current dose

Mild superficial keratopathya

Change in BCVAb

Decline from baseline of 1 line on Snellen

Visual Acuity

Grade 2 Corneal examination finding(s) Withhold treatment until improvement in both corneal

examination findings and changes in BCVA to Grade 1 or

better and resume at same dose
Moderate superficial keratopathyc

Change in BCVAb

Decline from baseline of 2 or 3 lines (and

Snellen Visual Acuity not worse than 20/200)

Grade 3 Corneal examination finding(s) Withhold treatment until improvement in both corneal

examination findings and changes in BCVA to Grade 1 or

better and resume at a reduced dose
Severe superficial keratopathyd

Change in BCVAb

Decline from baseline by more than 3 lines

(and Snellen Visual Acuity not worse than

20/200)

Grade 4 Corneal examination finding(s) Consider treatment discontinuation for a Grade 4 event.

Based on a benefit:risk assessment, if continuing treatment

with belamaf is being considered, treatment may be

resumed at a reduced dose after the event has improved to

Grade 1 or better event

Corneal epithelial defecte

Change in BCVAb

Snellen Visual Acuity worse than 20/200

BCVA best-corrected visual acuity, KVA keratopathy and visual acuity, MEC microcystic-like epithelial change
DREAMM-2 utilized a pre-specified scale, the KVA scale, that combined slit lamp examination findings (e.g., keratopathy/
MECs) with an assessment of BCVA using Snellen Chart
a Mild superficial keratopathy (documented worsening from baseline), with or without symptoms
b Changes in visual acuity due to treatment-related corneal findings
c Moderate superficial keratopathy with or without patchy microcyst-like deposits, sub-epithelial haze (peripheral), or a new
peripheral stromal opacity
d Severe superficial keratopathy with or without diffuse microcyst-like deposits involving the central cornea, sub-epithelial
haze (central), or a new central stromal opacity
e Corneal epithelial defect such as corneal ulcers

Ophthalmol Ther (2020) 9:889–911 893



RESULTS

In DREAMM-2, MECs as seen on slit lamp
microscopy comprised the most common AE

reported in patients receiving belamaf. At the
recommended belamaf dose (2.5 mg/kg,
n = 95), 72% (n = 68) of patients in DREAMM-2
developed MECs (Table 2).

Table 2 Incidence, duration, and resolution of MECs, BCVA change, and corneal symptoms in patients receiving belamaf
(2.5 mg/kg) in DREAMM-2

Eye examination findings per KVA scale CTCAE scale

MECs
(n = 95)

BCVA change
(n = 95)

MECs 1 BCVA
change (n = 95)

Blurred vision
(n = 95)

Subjective
dry eye
(n = 95)

Any grade, n (%)a 68 (72) 51 (54) 68 (72) 24 (25) 14 (15)

Maximum grade

Grade 1 8 (8) 7 (7) 7 (7) 11 (12) 9 (9)

Grade 2 16 (17) 15 (16) 14 (15) 9 (9) 4 (4)

Grade 3 43 (45) 28 (29) 45 (47) 4 (4) 1 (1)

Grade 4 1 (1) 1 (1) 2 (2) 0 0

Median time to onset of first

occurrence (range), days

37.0

(19–143)b
64.0 (20–213) 36.0 (19–143) 51.5 (6–339) 42.0

(12–151)

Median duration of first event

(range), days

86.5

(8–358)b
33.0 (8–127)b 96.0 (8–358)b 42.5 (6–441) 39.0

(12–316)

First event outcomes,c n/N (%)

Recovered 46/60 (77)b 34/44 (77)b 45/61 (74)b 16/24 (67) 12/14 (86)

Not recovered 14/60 (23)b 10/44 (23)b 16/61 (26)b 8/24 (33) 2/14 (14)

Event outcomes as of last follow-up,c n/N (%)

Recovered 29/60 (48)b 26/44 (59)b 30/61 (49)b 15/24 (63) 11/14 (79)

Not recovered 31/60 (52)b 18/44 (41)b 31/61 (51)b 9/24 (38) 3/14 (21)

Dose delays due to event, n (%) – – 45 (47)d 7 (7)e 3 (3)

Dose reductions due to event,

n (%)

– – 24 (25)d 2 (2)e 0

Safety population (n = 95) defined as all patients who received C 1 dose of belamaf
BCVA best-corrected visual acuity, CTCAE v4.03 Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events version 4.03, KVA
keratopathy and visual acuity, MECs microcyst-like epithelial changes
a MEC and BCVA change grade based on KVA scale (Table 1) with MEC ? BCVA grade based on the highest grade for
either MECs or BCVA change per KVA scale. Blurred vision and dry eye graded based on CTCAE v4.03
b Data for C grade 2 events per KVA scale
c Recovery of MECs was defined as an event that was deemed clinically stable by the eye care professional. Clinical stability
was defined as any grade 1 exam finding (per KVA scale) or no exam finding, and either a one-line decline in vision or no
change in vision when compared with baseline
d Dose delays and reductions were based on the grade for MECs ? BCVA change
e Included preferred terms vision blurred, visual acuity reduced, visual impairment, diplopia
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Grade 1 (mild) MECs occurred in 8% of
patients, grade 2 (moderate) MECs occurred in
17%, grade 3 and grade 4 MECs (severe) occur-
red in 45% and 1% of patients, respectively
(Table 2). One patient (with a history of cataract
surgery in the right eye) developed a central
corneal ulcer that resolved 9 days after onset
with the use of topical antibiotics.

The median time to onset of MECs was
37.0 days (Table 2). Accordingly, they were first
observed after the first dose in 25% of patients.
Progressively more patients developed MECs
with each dose, with 69% of patients experi-
encing their first event by dose 4 and only 2
patients developing a corneal event for the first
time after dose 4. MECs comprised the most
common AE leading to belamaf dose modifica-
tion, accounting for 47% of dose delays and

25% of dose reductions. In total, 3 (3%) patients
discontinued treatment because of corneal
events (1 [1%] each due to MECs, blurred vision,
and reduced BCVA).

As of the data cutoff, 77% (46/60) of patients
had recovered from their first occurrence of
grade C 2 MECs. The median time to resolution
of MECs for the first event was 86.5 days in all
patients, including those with and without dose
modifications. Forty-two (44%) patients had
grade C 2 corneal examination findings at the
time of treatment discontinuation or had an
onset post-treatment discontinuation. Of those,
it is estimated that the majority (80%) would
recover with continued follow-up (Fig. 2). Peak
recovery period was approximately 2–6 months
post-treatment. Additional recoveries were

Fig. 2 Time-to-recovery analysis for MECs in patients
receiving belamaf (2.5 mg/kg) in DREAMM-2. EoT end
of treatment, MEC microcyst-like epithelial changes. EoT
defined as the last dose date (for patients with an
unresolved event at treatment discontinuation) or the
event onset date (for patients with an event that started

post treatment discontinuation due to any reason).
Analysis included patients who were not recovered at
EoT exposure (defined as 20 days after the last infusion)
and those who had events that started after treatment
discontinuation (n = 39). Twenty-one percent (8/39) of
patients died before recovery

Ophthalmol Ther (2020) 9:889–911 895



observed in a smaller number of patients after
that.

Examination findings were not always
accompanied by either patient symptoms or
changes in BCVA. Among patients with MECs,
72% reported symptoms (including blurred
vision or subjective dry eye) and/or had a
decrease in BCVA (C 2 lines decline in the bet-
ter-seeing eye). Common patient-reported
symptoms overall included blurred vision (25%)
and subjective dry eye (15%; Table 2). Blurred
vision and dry eye events were mainly grade 1
(12% and 9%, respectively) or grade 2 (9% and
4%, respectively) per CTCAE v4.03. The median
time to the first occurrence of blurred vision
and dry eye symptoms was 51.5 and 42.0 days
and the median duration was 42.5 and
39.0 days, respectively. As of the latest follow-
up, 63% of patients with blurred vision and 79%
with dry eye had recovered. Of note, 19% of
patients reported a history of dry eye prior to
starting treatment. These patients were statisti-
cally more prone to developing corneal events
per the KVA scale compared with patients who
did not have a history of dry eye (p = 0.02).

Eighteen percent of patients experienced a
decline in BCVA to 20/50 or worse in their
better-seeing eye at least once during or after
the treatment period. As of the last follow-up,
82% of patients recovered (BCVA of 20/40 or
better; Table 3). The median duration of this
decline in BCVA was 21.5 days; therefore, most
patients recovered after one assessment interval
(conducted every 21 days). Overall review of the
worst BCVA measurement during the study
period revealed that 28% (25/88) of patients
showed a doubling of the minimum angle of
resolution in their better-seeing eye (logMAR
change C 0.3 to\0.6).

One patient experienced a worsening of
BCVA to 20/200 in their better-seeing eye
(BCVA was worse than 20/400 in the other eye
at baseline) that recovered to baseline during
follow-up. Two (2%) patients experienced sev-
ere vision loss (logMAR change C 0.6 in the
better-seeing eye). Both resolved (improved to
logMAR change\ 0.6) after 22.0 days (one
assessment interval).

Table 3 Clinically meaningful changes in BCVA, time to onset, and time to resolution in patients receiving belamaf
(2.5 mg/kg) in DREAMM-2

BCVA of 20/50 or worse in the
better-seeing eye (n = 95)a

BCVA of 20/200 or worse in the
better-seeing eye (n = 95)b

n (%) 17 (18) 1 (1)

Median time to onset (range), days 66.0 (20–442) 21.0 (21–21)

Event outcomes as of last follow-up, n/N (%)

Recovered 14/17 (82)c 1/1 (100)d

Not recovered 3/17 (18) 0

Median time to resolution in patients who

recovered as of last follow-up (range), days

n = 14 n = 1

21.5 (7–64) 22.0 (22–22)

Safety population (n = 95) defined as all patients who received C 1 dose of belamaf. Data represent BCVA changes in the
patients’ better-seeing eye
BCVA best-corrected visual acuity
a Better than 20/50 at baseline in the better-seeing eye and 20/50 or worse post baseline in the better-seeing eye
b Better than 20/200 at baseline in the better-seeing eye and 20/200 or worse post baseline in the better-seeing eye
c Recovery was defined as 20/40 or better in the better-seeing eye
d Recovery was defined as better than 20/200 in the better-seeing eye
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Description of MECs and Imaging
Findings

MECs were described as bilateral, diffuse lesions
on slit lamp microscopic images (Fig. 3). Sub-
jective and objective changes in vision in
patients receiving belamaf appeared to corre-
spond to the location of the MECs; more central
changes (i.e., those within the visual axis)
observed in a few patients tended to correlate
with blurred vision as compared with mid-pe-
ripheral changes observed over time in some
patients (i.e., those outside of the visual axis).
On in vivo confocal microscopy (IVCM), the
involved areas of the corneal epithelium were
found to contain hyperreflective material,
rather than microcysts (Fig. 4).

MECs appear clinically distinct from other
pathologies that are commonly encountered by
corneal specialists, including Cogan microcysts
(lesions are more opaque, larger, and have var-
ied shapes), corneal amyloidosis (typically pre-
sent within the stroma), and band keratopathy
(calcium deposition involving Bowman layer
typically resulting in an opaque confluent
‘‘band’’).

However, similar descriptions and images of
these slit lamp microscopy and IVCM findings
have been reported in studies and case reports
with other ADCs (see ‘‘Literature Review of
Corneal Changes with ADCs’’ section for addi-
tional details) [13, 15–20].

Fig. 3 Representative slit lamp microscopic images of
MECs. MECs microcyst-like epithelial changes. Slit lamp
microscopic images (a–d) demonstrating MECs (see
arrowheads). The lesions are small, located within the

corneal epithelium, and are seen here in the corneal
periphery and mid-periphery. Visualization requires high
magnification and is aided by the use of retroillumination
off the iris or indirect illumination

Ophthalmol Ther (2020) 9:889–911 897



Representative Case

This case is from a 74-year-old male patient
diagnosed with MM 5 years prior to enrolling in
DREAMM-2 who had progressive disease fol-
lowing five prior lines of anti-myeloma therapy.
He had previously been diagnosed with dry eye
disease and had undergone uneventful cataract
surgery in both eyes. He was enrolled into the
belamaf 2.5-mg/kg arm of the study and par-
ticipated in the ocular sub-study, in which he
was instructed to administer corticosteroid eye
drops to only one eye for cycles 1–4.

At the time of screening, he had mild punc-
tate fluorescein staining in both corneas, a small
(1 mm) peripheral Salzmann nodule OS, and a
BCVA of 20/20 OU. Per protocol, he adminis-
tered preservative-free lubricant eye drops QID
in both eyes throughout the study and corti-
costeroid eye drops (prednisolone sodium
phosphate 1%) QID in one eye only during
treatment cycles 1–4, then in both eyes for the

remaining treatment cycles (starting 1 day pre-
dose, for a total of 7 days).

Following the first dose of belamaf
2.5 mg/kg, he presented on day 27 with MECs
characterized as mild/patchy in the periphery/
mid-periphery on slit lamp microscopy (Fig. 4a,
b). IVCM of the involved areas revealed hyper-
reflective opacities (Fig. 4c–f). The BCVA at this
visit was 20/20 OU. The patient’s dose was
reduced to 1.9 mg/kg after cycle 1 to manage an
AE (platelet count decrease). MECs and BCVA
remained stable over the next eight examina-
tions conducted between days 40 and 174.

After the eighth dose of belamaf (adminis-
tered on day 195), an increased number of
MECs was noted OU, as well as 3? punctate
staining with fluorescein, and areas of whorl-
like staining OU (Fig. 5). Treatment was held,
and he was instructed to use corticosteroid
drops QID OU, and preservative-free lubricant
eye drops QID OU, for 1 month. At the time of
the next examination, the MECs and whorl-like
staining had completely resolved. The topical

Fig. 4 Case report representative slit lamp and in vivo
confocal microscopic images of MECs. MECs microcyst-
like epithelial changes. Slit lamp microscopic images of the
right (a) and left (b) eyes, demonstrating MECs (arrows).
These lesions are best visualized at medium to high
magnification. Retroillumination or indirect illumination
can be helpful. In vivo confocal microscopic image from

the same patient (c–f) demonstrating hyperreflective
opacities within the corneal epithelium. These opacities
were noted to be most prominent in the wing cells (d) and
basal cells (e), as compared with the superficial cells (f).
They were not visualized within the anterior stroma (f) or
endothelium (not shown)
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eyedrops were tapered, and he was restarted on
the study drug at the 1.9-mg/kg dose.

Asof this report, hehad received eightdosesof
belamaf (one dose at 2.5 mg/kg and seven doses
at 1.9 mg/kg; total cumulative dose 15.94 mg/kg;
Fig. 6). The patient’s best clinical response was a
very good partial response (per International
Myeloma Working Group criteria [21]).

Literature Review of Corneal Changes
with ADCs

Incidence and Description
In a literature search for ADCs and ocular
changes, 145 published manuscripts were
identified and 28 were related to ocular AEs
with ADCs in clinical trials (all in patients with

Fig. 5 Case report representative high-magnification
fluorescein staining slit lamp microscopic images. Broad-
beam slit lamp microscopic images with cobalt blue light
demonstrating fluorescein staining of the right (a) and left

(b) eyes. Whorl-like staining was noted in both corneas,
most prominent in the inferonasal quadrant of the left eye
(arrowhead)

Fig. 6 Change in BCVA over time with belamaf treat-
ment in the DREAMM-2 case report. BCVA best-
corrected visual acuity, KVA keratopathy and visual acuity,
MECs microcyst-like epithelial changes. Corneal

examination finding (MECs and changes in BCVA) were
graded per KVA scale (Table 1), and represented (as grades
1–4) above each line for each examination
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cancer). A review of these 28 studies and case
reports revealed that ADCs directed against
other targets have also demonstrated a high
incidence of ocular surface AEs. The terminol-
ogy used to describe these events varied among
reports; however, several of these terms (e.g.,
‘‘microcyst-like corneal epitheliopathy,’’ ‘‘mi-
crocystic epitheliopathy,’’ ‘‘corneal epithelial
microcyst’’) suggest these events have a micro-
cyst-like presentation in the corneal epithelium,
consistent with the MECs described here with
belamaf treatment [16, 22, 23]. Ocular surface
AEs observed with ADCs have typically been
described as multiple, bilateral, microcyst-like
lesions in the superficial cornea [17–19]. In
some reports, MECs were noted to start in the
periphery and migrate centrally toward the
pupil [16, 17, 19, 24]. Overall, ocular surface
changes observed and the methods for assessing
these events in ADC clinical trials are often not
well described [13]. Further, given the limited
available reports and interstudy variation in
patient populations and other treatment-related
factors, it is difficult to draw conclusions about
the incidence and distinguishing features of
these events with ADCs [13].

Prior to this report, only a few publications
have provided slit lamp microscopic images or
IVCM images of MECs; each of these demon-
strated similar observations to those reported
here [15–20]. In a case report of a patient
receiving trastuzumab emtansine (an ADC with
a non-MMAF payload) for breast cancer, corneal
changes were described as multiple, intraep-
ithelial spherical lesions in the midperiphery on
slit lamp microscopy [15]. Hyperreflective
lesions were observed on IVCM [15, 16, 18]. A
second case report demonstrated similar find-
ings but was later retracted as a result of patient
unmasking [16, 25].

Evidence suggests the cytotoxic payload of
an ADC is strongly associated with the corneal
events observed, and MECs are most often
associated with MMAF-containing ADCs like
belamaf [13, 26]. In clinical trials of other
MMAF-containing ADCs (e.g., in non-Hodg-
kin’s lymphoma, renal cell carcinoma, and
glioblastoma), rates of ocular events ranged
from 31% to 92%, with grade 3/4 events (per
CTCAE grading) occurring in up to 35% of

patients [19, 22, 23, 27–31]. However, ocular
surface AEs have also been observed with ADCs
containing other cytotoxic payload agents
including DM1 (e.g., emtansine and duocar-
mazine), DM4 (e.g., ravtansine and sorav-
tansine), and less commonly with monomethyl
auristatin E (MMAE; [e.g., vedotin]). Incidence
rates of these findings varied: 24% with
coltuximab ravtansine in lymphoma/leukemia;
24–48% with mirvetuximab soravtansine in
ovarian cancer; 60% with tisotumab vedotin in
solid tumors; and 71% with trastuzumab duo-
carmazine in breast cancer [32–38]. These
events were mostly grade 1/2 regardless of the
ADC cytotoxic payload (MMAF or other)
[17, 19, 22, 23, 27–38]. Overall, corneal events
observed with ADCs are described as mild and
reversible, and some are manageable with dose
modifications and supportive care [13].

Common patient-reported symptoms
observed with ADCs include subjective dry eye
and blurred vision; however, the rates of these
events seem to vary widely among ADC pay-
loads. In reports of MMAF-containing ADCs,
the incidence of dry eye symptoms ranged from
23% to 50%, and the incidence of blurred vision
ranged from 12% to 65% [19, 22, 23, 27–31]. For
DM1 ADCs trastuzumab emtansine and trastu-
zumab duocarmazine, the incidence of dry eye
symptoms was 11% and 31%, respectively;
blurred vision was only reported for trastuzu-
mab duocarmazine (11%) [32, 39]. Subjective
dry eye occurred in 3–27% of patients receiving
DM4-containing ADCs and blurred vision
occurred in 11–100% of patients
[17, 24, 34–38, 40].

Proposed Pathophysiology
MMAF was selected as the cytotoxic payload in
belamaf because of its potent anti-myeloma
activity and, unlike MMAE, free, soluble MMAF
is not toxic to surrounding normal cells [10].
Therefore, in the case of belamaf, which
requires MMAF for its anti-myeloma effects, it is
important to investigate the potential underly-
ing mechanisms of ADC-associated corneal
changes.

Although the pathophysiology of the MECs
observed in patients enrolled in DREAMM-2
remains unclear, a review of data from other
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ADCs provides some clues. Corneal findings
associated with ADCs may represent either an
on-target or off-target mechanism of AEs
[13, 41, 42]. In an on-target mechanism, non-
cancerous cells express the target antigen,
leading to binding of the mAb and subsequent
release of the cytotoxic payload into the cell
[41, 42]. One report described abnormal corneal
lesions in a patient receiving trastuzumab
emtansine, a DM1-containing ADC targeting
HER2 developed for metastatic breast cancer
[20]. Given that HER2 is expressed in the cor-
neal epithelium, the authors attributed these
corneal events to an on-target mechanism of
the ADC [20, 43]. Alternatively, an off-target
mechanism occurs when non-cancerous cells
that do not express the target antigen are nev-
ertheless exposed to the cytotoxic payload; this
may occur via a number of mechanisms,
including Fc-receptor-mediated endocytosis,
pinocytosis (particularly macropinocytosis),
and bystander toxicity in which the cytotoxic
payload is prematurely cleaved from its linker
[41, 42]. Given the majority of the proteins
targeted by these agents are not expressed in the
cornea (e.g., BCMA), the MECs may primarily
represent an off-target mechanism
[13, 41, 42, 44, 45].

Some authors have hypothesized that ADCs
may reach the cornea through the vascularized
area of the limbus [16, 44]. Alternatively, ADCs
may also reach the cornea through the tear film.
Belamaf has been quantified in the plasma of
animals and humans. It has also been detected,
but was not quantifiable, in rabbit tears (col-
lected using Schirmer strips) following single
and repeat intravenous dosing for up to 4 weeks
at 15 and 30 mg/kg/week (unpublished data).
With either route, once they reach the cornea,
ADCs may be internalized by progenitor cells
via macropinocytosis, an off-target mechanism
[26, 41, 42, 44, 46]. This non-specific form of
cellular uptake is driven by actin polymeriza-
tion at the plasma membrane, creating a verti-
cal protrusion (ruffle) that collapses to create an
enclosed cavity that is internalized as a vesicle
[47]. Macropinocytosis has also been implicated
as a mechanism for the development of
thrombocytopenia via the apoptosis of
megakaryocyte progenitor cells, an AE

commonly reported with belamaf and other
MMAF-containing ADCs [7, 26, 41, 42, 44, 48].
There is evidence that some ADCs may be
internalized into the corneal epithelium via this
endocytic pathway. For example, AGS-16C3F is
an MMAF-containing ADC currently in devel-
opment for the treatment of metastatic renal
cell carcinoma [23]. Zhao et al. performed
in vitro studies using a primary human corneal
epithelial cell (HCEC) line as well as two other
cell lines (fibroblasts and human umbilical vein
endothelial cells) [44]. AGS-16C3F was found to
be internalized by HCECs using immunostain-
ing visualized via laser scanning in vitro con-
focal fluorescence microscopy. In comparing a
modified structure of AGS-16C3F (with a
reduced ability to undergo macropinocytosis) to
the original molecule, there was significantly
improved cell viability [44]. Furthermore, rab-
bits treated with the modified AGS-16C3F
molecule had less severe and delayed ocular
events compared with rabbits treated with the
original molecule [44].

In a literature search for macropinocytosis
and the eye, 15 published manuscripts were
identified and 4 were related to macropinocy-
tosis in the cornea (including the report by
Zhao et al. [44]). It is hypothesized that corneal
epithelial cells may use macropinocytosis as an
alternative means of absorbing tear fluid and its
nutrients and/or as a mechanism to reduce
excessive stromal fluid subsequent to corneal
epithelial injury [49]. Macropinocytosis is also a
mechanism for internalization of indomethacin
nanoparticles used to enhance the transcorneal
penetration of some ophthalmic solutions [50].
Evidence suggests that viruses such as human
adenovirus D37 associated with epidemic kera-
toconjunctivitis and bacteria such as Pseu-
domonas or Acanthamoeba may also utilize
macropinocytosis to enter corneal epithelial
cells, and that this mechanism may be
enhanced in the setting of dry eye [49, 51].
Pseudomonas and Acanthamoeba cluster near
erythropoietin-producing hepatocellular A2
(EphA2) receptors on corneal epithelial cells
and/or secrete proteins that activate EphA2,
which induces macropinocytosis [49].

Once internalized, ADCs can inhibit cellular
proliferation of HCECs [44]. Given the primary
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mechanism of action of belamaf and other
ADCs (delivery of a cytotoxic, microtubule-in-
hibiting payload), these ADC-containing cor-
neal epithelial cells may eventually undergo
apoptosis [26]. Under normal conditions,

daughter cells of actively dividing basal corneal
epithelial cells migrate anteriorly as they dif-
ferentiate into wing cells and terminally into
superficial epithelial cells [52, 53]. Apoptotic
cells are shed via desquamation [13]. The

Fig. 7 Proposed mechanism of belamaf-associated MECs. Ep epithelium, BL Bowman’s layer, MECs microcyst-like
epithelial changes, St stroma
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hyperreflective lesions observed on IVCM here
and in previous ADC studies may represent
ADC-containing corneal epithelial cells that
have either not yet undergone apoptosis or are
in a stage of apoptosis, prior to cell death
[15, 16]. In our cohort, these findings appear to
be most prominent in the basal layer of the
epithelium. An increase in dendritic cells near
the subbasal nerve plexus has also been repor-
ted; the clinical significance of this finding is
unclear [15]. In summary, we propose here the
mechanism of MECs observed with belamaf
treatment based on imaging from patients in
DREAMM-2 and present descriptions and ima-
ges of these events reported with other ADCs
(Fig. 7). Upon systemic administration, belamaf
enters the cornea, either through the vascular-
ized region of the limbus or the tear film. It then
becomes internalized by corneal epithelial cells
in the basal layer (i.e., transient amplifying
cells) through macropinocytosis, thereby initi-
ating apoptosis. Belamaf-containing cells in
various stages of apoptosis continue to migrate
centrally and anteriorly, whereas cells that have
completed apoptosis are extruded. These
migrating belamaf-containing cells can be
visualized by IVCM as hyperreflective opacities.
As they migrate toward the visual axis, patient-
reported symptoms of blurred vision and BCVA
changes occur. Over time, new epithelial cells
are generated that replace the belamaf-
containing cells that have undergone apoptosis.
Preclinical and clinical investigations are
ongoing to validate these steps of the proposed
mechanism.

Treatment Strategies
While on-target mechanisms of AEs may pose a
more significant challenge when treating
patients with ADCs, off-target mechanisms may
allow for mitigation strategies while maintain-
ing drug efficacy. To our knowledge, inhibition
of macropinocytosis as a means of mitigating
the off-target effects of an ADC has not been
reported in a clinical trial. While Zhao et al.
reported the results of modifying the structure
of ADC molecules to reduce their ability to
undergo macropinocytosis [44], another theo-
retical approach would be to utilize a thera-
peutic agent that inhibits this process. A screen

of US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-ap-
proved compounds identified three drugs that
strongly inhibited macropinocytosis without
exerting cytotoxic effects or inhibiting endo-
cytic pathways: imipramine, phenoxybenza-
mine, and vinblastine [54]. Of these,
imipramine was shown to block membrane
ruffle formation and inhibit macropinocytosis
in macrophages, dendritic cells, and cancer
cells, although it did not inhibit Na?/H? ex-
changer activity in macrophages [54]. These
agents have not yet been tested for this indica-
tion in humans, so it is unclear if they may be a
viable option to mitigate corneal changes
observed with ADCs.

The use of prophylactic topical corticosteroid
eye drops to mitigate ocular AEs (including
MECs) has been reported with mixed effects;
some studies support their use, although overall
no clear benefit has been demonstrated
[7, 19, 22, 24, 27, 31–33, 38, 55, 56]. However,
these studies were not designed to evaluate the
effectiveness of corticosteroid eye drops on
mitigating MECs. One study prospectively
examined the effects of prophylactic corticos-
teroid eye drops in patients treated with ADCs;
this study examined 113 patients treated with
mirvetuximab soravtansine and recommended
prophylactic corticosteroid eye drops as a miti-
gation strategy, on the basis of a trend toward a
lower incidence of keratopathy with prophy-
laxis, although the benefit was not statistically
significant [38]. The use of corticosteroid eye
drops showed some benefit in managing ocular
events that occurred with the MMAF-contain-
ing ADCs ABT-414 and SGN-75 [19, 24, 27, 31].
Conversely, in DREAMM-2, corticosteroid eye
drops were an ineffective prophylaxis for the
development of changes to the corneal epithe-
lium associated with belamaf treatment (please
see ‘‘Recommended Monitoring, Diagnosis, and
Management Techniques’’) [7].

Dose modifications have also been reported
as a strategy to reduce the presence of MECs.
Treatment-related corneal changes with bela-
maf were adequately managed with dose delays
and reductions in DREAMM-2 [7]. This is sup-
ported by other studies that found that corneal
changes improved or resolved upon dose delay/
reduction or discontinuation of treatment with
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ADCs containing MMAF, DM1, and DM4
[17, 19, 20, 22, 23, 27–29, 31, 32]. In studies of
AGS-16M8F and AGS-16C3F (MMAF-containing
ADCs), corneal changes were reversible follow-
ing treatment cessation, with the time to reso-
lution ranging from a few weeks to several
months [23]. The timing of MEC resolution
observed in DREAMM-2 and these studies is
consistent with the kinetics of stem cell
replacement in the cornea in that a minimum
of 14 days is required for the epithelial cells to
repopulate and normalize the superficial
epithelium on the basis of corneal injury
(chemical burns) and corneal co-morbidity
(penetrating keratoplasty) studies [52, 57–59].

DISCUSSION

In RRMM, balancing treatment efficacy against
the risk of AEs depends on the individual cir-
cumstances of each patient. Belamaf is a first-in-
class ADC that has demonstrated anti-myeloma
activity in patients with RRMM who otherwise
have a poor prognosis [6, 7]. ADCs may repre-
sent a paradigm shift in cancer treatment, with
four approved agents and more than 200 clini-
cal trials in several types of malignancies [60].
As more patients are treated with ADCs, oph-
thalmologists are more likely to see these
patients for routine examinations and for
potential worsening of corneal symptoms.
However, ocular AEs are not unique to ADCs;
other anti-cancer therapies have a wide range of
ocular side effects, including blurred vision, dry
eye, conjunctivitis, uveitis, keratitis, keratopa-
thy, ocular pain, peripheral ulcerative keratitis,
and serous neuroretinal detachment [61–65].
Although the etiology of ocular side effects
associated with anti-cancer therapies may vary,
management recommendations generally con-
sist of dose modifications, lubricants, and topi-
cal corticosteroids for inflammation [61–63, 65].
Taken together, ocular AEs are not a novel
phenomenon in the treatment of cancer, and
careful monitoring and management are critical
to minimize the occurrence of these events.

MECs, the most frequently observed AE
(72%) in patients receiving belamaf in
DREAMM-2, were observed in patients with and

without symptoms or changes in BCVA and
were reversible with dose modification strate-
gies, which is consistent with reports from other
ADCs [13]. Corneal findings with belamaf and
other ADCs are described as microcyst-like
lesions on slit lamp microscopy, though here
and in a few other studies IVCM revealed
hyperreflective lesions within the corneal
epithelium [15, 16]. These lesions are small,
start in the corneal periphery, and, in some
patients, migrate toward the center over time
and with subsequent infusions. MECs may rep-
resent a form of off-target toxicity of belamaf, in
which case the involved epithelial cells may be
at various stages of apoptosis. In the represen-
tative case presented here, the patient also
demonstrated whorl-like staining in both eyes,
which subsequently resolved. To our knowl-
edge, this has not yet been documented in the
context of ADC-MMAF toxicity, though it can
be observed with some chemotherapies [66–68].

On the basis of a literature review of MECs
with other ADCs and our observations from
DREAMM-2, we hypothesize that belamaf
enters the cornea, is internalized by basal cor-
neal epithelial cells, and thereafter induces
apoptosis of these cells (Fig. 7). Apoptotic cells
are extruded, and belamaf-containing epithelial
cells that have not yet completed apoptosis
migrate centrally and anteriorly. As these cells
approach the visual axis, changes in vision may
occur. The inhibition of macropinocytosis, a
form of nonspecific cellular uptake that has
been implicated as a mechanism for off-target
AEs of ADCs, appears to be a promising line of
inquiry for belamaf but requires further inves-
tigation [44].

One limitation of this DREAMM-2 corneal
event analysis is the confounding role of corti-
costeroid eye drops in the resolution of corneal
events. The use of prophylactic corticosteroid
eye drops was included in the study protocol
based on previous studies of other MMAF-con-
taining ADCs, which showed some benefit in
managing corneal events [19, 27, 31]. However,
the mechanism by which corticosteroid eye
drops were expected to mitigate corneal events
associated with ADCs is unclear. Further, in the
DREAMM-2 ocular sub-study, corticosteroid eye
drops were shown to be ineffective in the
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mitigation of MECs [7]. Given that all patients
were instructed to use corticosteroid eye drops
in at least one eye during belamaf treatment
cycles, it is not possible to make definitive
conclusions regarding the impact of corticos-
teroids on the resolution of MECs and symp-
toms. Another limitation of this analysis is the
challenge in obtaining long-term follow-up
examination results. For those patients still liv-
ing, additional follow-up data in this ongoing
study is being sought to help confirm the
anticipation for near complete resolution of
MECs and symptoms over time.

Given we are observing a new corneal con-
dition that has presented as an AE of a new class
of cancer therapies, it is imperative to encour-
age close collaboration with eye care profes-
sionals (including cornea specialists,
comprehensive ophthalmologists, and opto-
metrists) and hematologist/oncologists. Eye
care professionals will provide the hematolo-
gist/oncologists the necessary information nee-
ded for he/she to make the appropriate dose
modification decisions based on eye examina-
tion findings, BCVA assessments, and patient-
reported symptoms that may impact the
patient’s vision or quality of life. This will
facilitate effective RRMM treatment along with
the appropriate management of corneal events
[69]. As we continue to learn more about the
ocular AEs observed with belamaf and other
ADCs, it is important that they are identified
and monitored. In ‘‘Recommended Monitoring,
Diagnosis, and Management Techniques’’ we
outlined our recommended ocular screening
and management paradigm based on currently
available knowledge.

CONCLUSIONS

Overall, early data support the favorable anti-
myeloma activity of belamaf in patients with
extensively treated RRMM, who otherwise may
have limited or no treatment options [6–9].
Therefore, appropriate identification and man-
agement of MECs associated with belamaf are
crucial. Here, we provided additional details on
the examination features of these MECs and a
representative case to help enable the eye care

professional to promptly identify these events.
We also proposed a mechanism underlying
these corneal events observed with ADCs based
on a literature review and data from DREAMM-2
that may aid in the investigation of optimal
management strategies. Further research is
required to determine optimal therapeutic
strategies. Proactive management of corneal
changes should minimize the burden of these
AEs on the patient, enable patients to continue
with treatment, and allow better anti-myeloma
outcomes in patients treated with belamaf.

Recommended Monitoring, Diagnosis,
and Management Techniques

The cumulative incidence of MECs
(observed on slit lamp microscopy with or
without symptoms or changes in BCVA)
in patients receiving the 2.5-mg/kg dose
of belamaf was 72%, with 69% of patients
experiencing MECs by dose 4 and only 2
patients developing a corneal event for
the first time after dose 4. Given the
frequency of MECs observed in patients
receiving belamaf, it is important to
understand its clinical features to better
inform the treating hematologist/
oncologist so that he/she is able to make
appropriate treatment decisions.

Monitoring

Conduct eye examinations (visual acuity
and slit lamp microscopy) at baseline (up
to 3 weeks before), prior to each cycle (up
to 2 weeks before), and promptly for
worsening symptoms.
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Diagnosis and Staging of MECs

MECs are very small, hence capturing
them by slit lamp microscopic
photography takes special consideration.
MECs are best observed using
retroillumination or indirect illumination
at medium to high magnification. In
DREAMM-2, patients with MECs in the
paracentral or central cornea have been
likely to report symptoms (e.g., blurred
vision). Table 1 provides guidance for
assessing MEC grading based on eye
examination findings and changes in
BCVA. The eye care professional should
provide the treating hematologist/
oncologist with an examination report
that includes worst grade for corneal
examination finding(s) and decline in
BCVA. Determine the recommended
dosage modification of belamaf based on
the worst finding in the worst affected
eye. Worst finding should be based on
either a corneal examination finding or a
change in visual acuity per the KVA scale.

Management

The treating hematologist/oncologist
should determine the appropriate belamaf
dosing based on the highest grade corneal
event (based on slit lamp or BCVA
assessment) in the most severely affected
eye. For grade 1 events, continue
treatment at the current dose (Table 1).
For grade 2 events, withhold dosing until
improvement in corneal examination
findings and changes in BCVA to a grade 1
or better event. Resume at the current
dose (2.5 mg/kg). For grade 3 events,
withhold treatment until improvement in
both corneal examination findings and
changes in BCVA to grade 1 or better and
resume at a reduced dose. Consider
treatment discontinuation for a grade 4
event. Based on a benefit:risk assessment,
if continuing treatment with belamaf is
being considered, treatment may be
resumed at a reduced dose after the event
has improved to grade 1 or better event.

Patients with a history of dry eye prior to
starting belamaf were more likely to
develop moderate/severe MECs compared
with patients without a history of dry eye.
Advise patients to use preservative-free
lubricant eye drops at least 4 times a day
starting with the first infusion and
continuing until the end of treatment and
to avoid use of contact lenses unless
directed by an eye care professional. On
the basis of available data from the
DREAMM-2 study, corticosteroid eye
drops are not currently recommended as a
prophylactic treatment for MECs.
Changes in visual acuity may be
associated with difficulty driving and
reading. Advise patients to use caution
when driving or operating machinery as
belamaf may affect their vision.
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